Flight Training Classroom. FAC: 1711

CATCODE: 171211
OPR: 19AF/A3
OCR: AETC/A3F/A5R, AF/A3O-AT

1.1. **Description.** This facility provides classrooms required by flying training programs listed in the Air Force *Education and Training Course Announcements (ETCA)* database (formerly AFCAT 36-2223, *USAF Formal Schools Catalog*) located at [https://etca.randolph.af.mil](https://etca.randolph.af.mil). Classrooms identified under this category code are separate from those directly associated with Flight Simulator Training (CATCODE 171212), UPT/UNT Flight Training (CATCODE 171213), Physiological Training (CATCODE 171214), and Squadron Operations (CATCODE 141753).

1.2. **Requirements Determination.** Contact OPR.

1.3. **Scope Determination.** The required number of classroom seats and number and size of classrooms required for flying training are determined under guidance in CG 17 Training Facilities Overview paragraph 1.1.

1.3. **Dimensions.** See FC 6 CG 61 Administrative Overview Table 1.4.

1.4. **Design Considerations.** The facility may include space for support activities directly related to classroom operations. Criteria under Technical Training Support Space (CATCODE 171627) also apply to flying training classroom support space.